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Margaret McNeil has misplaced a dad and a brother to the coal mines of Cape Breton. Her grandfather's
Museum, starring Helena Bonham Carter, Clive Russel, and Kate Nelligan, won critical acclaim and a

fistful of awards, including a " In this powerful love tale arranged against the darkness and disasters of
mining life, Margaret MacNeil tells the joyful, heart-scalding story of her hard-handed family and her
rebellious love for Neil Currie, a miner by trade and a bagpiper for the pleasure of it. The Glace Bay

Miners' from Siskel and Ebert. The film adaptation, released in 1996 as Margaret's as effective as gone
with the dark lung, and her mother carries thus much bitterness she may as well be buried alongside the

lot of them.two thumbs up" Museum provides been adapted both for stage and for film.
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Even better than the movie This phenomenal, vividly written novel became the movie "Margaret's
Museum" (with Helena Bonham Carter). Its twisty plot is usually both a complete surprise, and somehow
unavoidable. I fell deeply in love with the blunt, vulnerable Margaret, who tells the story. I'd recommend
this book to anybody. The end of the novel, although quite disturbing, is very compelling.I read this book
in one sitting. I couldn't put it down.The movie, Margaret's Museum, can be great, and definetely a buyer.
By the finish you'll be one with the personas, and the setting will be a place you understand, or possess
known, all to well in your own life.If you've ever wanted a reserve to fill up that little space you have in
your schedule, the larger place you have in your heart, this is your book. Although,surviving in the
Reserve Mines, where you haven't any choice but to create a living as a miner, presents a hard
environment for Margaret to handle. Currie makes it very clear throughout this novel the need for family
to Margaret. A brilliant Canadian novel The primary character of the novel, Margaret MacNeil, is an
absolutely stunning character. A One-Sitting Wonder Sheldon Currie has nailed this book, this character,
the essense of the highs and lows of existence, and the pain of like, and of reduction. I thoroughly liked
this novel by Sheldon Currie.
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